SERVICES
ADVERTISEMENTS
For targeting an audience with Indo-European interests, we provide offline and online advertising platforms for you to
choose from. Reach out potential customers and partners by advertising products and services in our Newsletter, Directory
or on our website, accessed by our vast member network.

MARKET ENTRY - HAND HOLDING SUPPORT
Interested in setting up business in European Union and India, explore our wide range of services from entry strategies
to implementing business set up. EU Chamber focusses on precisely tailored and customised strategies that serve the
company best.
1. Market Feasibility & Study
Our tailor-made market research reports are carried out in cooperation with market research experts who delve much
beyond obvious sources, thus rendering an integrated and definitive insights critical for your strategic planning process.
Amongst them, it includes site analysis, price analysis, market potential analysis, business intelligence, industry reports
and more.
2. Business Partner Search
Our services in identification of potential partners, clients, suppliers and distributors cover the entire spectrum right from
short listing partners to initial contact-building, to following up, scheduling meetings or factory visits and finally, helping you
evaluate the interested partners. You can opt for all or any of our services as per your business stage and needs.
3. Business Partner Acquisition
Our handholding support towards business partner acquisition emcompasses right from conducting a Business Partner
Mailing Service, scheduling one-on-one meetings, organising business trips, including hotel bookings and local transport.
We may accompany you to the meetings to support you during negotiations. Post-preliminary meetings with potential
partners, we may assist in basic due diligence.

MARKETING
Enhance marketing of your organisation by various marketing services such as seminar and event management, offline
and online advertising and sponsorship.
1. Events
We organise various types of business events such as seminars, panel discussions, roundtables etc. and we have inhouse professionals who can assist in hassle-free event management in coordination with you as per your need.
2. Plug and Work
We offer flexible plug and work office solutions which can be on a weekly, monthly or yearly basis. A plug and work office
solutions are recommended for start-ups, small to medium sized businesses and for larger companies. Our office center
provides you with temporary offices in Mumbai.
Benefits:
• Working in a completely multi-cultural environment and noise free location
• Conference facilities
• Administrative support- Easy access to various services (data access, marketing and logistic assistance)
• High- speed Wi-Fi connection
• Office space (workstation or cabin)- incubation
• Direct telephone line
• Maintenance charges (electricity, security and cleaning)
• Access to pantry service
• Courier and postal services (postal charges will be billed to the company)
• Relocation Settling-In Assistance by liaising with property dealers for your accommodation, assistance in obtaining a
new mobile phone connection, assistance in printing visiting cards.

SPONSORSHIP
Promote your brand, by hosting multiple business and entertainment events or become Annual Sponsors.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Every year, we invite our Indian, European and other members to the Annual General Meeting in Mumbai. The AGM is
always followed by Panel discussion on the current topic. The Panelists who participates are of very senior level and high
profile and our AGM has always proved to be a good marketing tool for many of our members.

BUSINESS EVENT
We organise various events throughout the year which provide members a platform for interactions with the business
community, industry associations and Indian & European authorities. Be the part of knowledge sharing with local and
international business leaders.

BUSINESS DELEGATION
Every year we organise business delegation to different parts of Europe for Indian companies. The various seminars,
meetings, B2B, site visits etc. are organised with the help of local chambers, Indian embassies, trade organisations and
government agencies (trade & investment). We also host business delegations from Europe and organise B2B meetings
for visiting delegation with Indian counterparts.

EUROPE DAY
In May we organise Europe Day that marks the foundation of the European Union and the celebration goes to acclaim
EU’s glorious past and re-visit the future of the most promising EU members’ countries. This is the largest event of the
European business community in India and provides an excellent platform for contact building, networking and advertising
in presence of an elite gathering of industrialists, diplomats, VIPs and media.Habuniur pecis Ahala dem Romperfex

INFORMATION/ PUBLICATION
Members get complimentary subscription to our Newsletter ‘ Business Pulse’. This has information about the latest trends
and developments on Indo-European cooperation as well as the various activities and initiatives of the Chamber.
We also dissiminate Monthly Economic & Commercial Report of various European countries which has many trade
business leads.

MARKETING
Our marketing services will increase your business visibility in our Members’ Directory on complimentary basis to enjoy
wide publicity. Additionally, you can advertise in our Business Pulse, Members’ Directory and website on discounted rates.
Also you can promote your brand by hosting multiple business and entertainment events or become annual sponsors.

SERVICES
We offer a number of services from Business Partner Search to Company Formation and our complete range of services
is either free or available at discounted rates for members.

ADDITIONAL LIFE MEMBER’S BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•

Membership for lifetime & no renewal
Registration fee waived for a representative for all the events organised in India
Interview/Article of the Chairman/MD/CEO in Business Pulse
One complimentary insertion of advertisement in the Business Pulse
A company can participate in the Chamber’s stand on all essential EU India relations
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President Message

Mr. Ashok Barat
President
Dear Readers,
It gives me immense pleasure to present to you, this edition of our Newsletter “Business Pulse”. It
is indeed a matter of enormous pride for me, to know that our Business Pulse is enjoying so much
recognition & assistance from all business quarters.
The Council of EU Chambers of Commerce in India (EU Chambers) organized has organized various
activities and these events were very well attended by the Members of the Chambers and other
Business Leaders.
This particular issue of the Newsletter carries following report:
• “Interactive Meeting with Senior Representatives of Finnish Universities” which was held on 15th
November, 2019 at EU Chambers Office, Y. B Chavan Centre, Nariman Point, Mumbai.
• EU-India News
• Trade Leads from Indian Embassies in Hungary and Italy
• Brexit: An Overview
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all the member companies of the Council & look
forward to their support and co-operation in all the future activities organized by the Council.
Thank You!
Yours sincerely,
sdAshok Barat
President
The Council of EU Chambers of Commerce in India

Proceedings

The Council of EU Chambers of Commerce in India (EU
Chambers) had organized “Interactive Meeting with Senior
Representatives of Finnish Universities” which was held on
15th November, 2019 at EU Chambers Office, Y. B Chavan
Centre, Nariman Point, Mumbai.

and job opportunities. The middle class is very aggressive to
study further and they aspire to study abroad. Today the shift
is positive, students also are considering smaller countries to
study abroad as their expenditure reduces to a great extent. The
students are also in a dilemma of whether their degree would
be accepted back in their home country. So, I think that the
Universities should be guiding students accordingly and most
importantly is to be providing internship opportunities to them.
I would now request all our dignitaries to kindly introduce
themselves.
Excerpts from the speech of Prof. T.M. Sathyanarayan

The meeting was chaired by Capt. Avinash Batra, Past
President of EU Chambers and 9-Member delegation of Finnish
Universities was led by Mr. Tuomas Kauppinen, Managing
Director, Co-Founder, 9.9 Edunation, who was accompanied
by Mr. Harri Suominen, Director, Co-Founder, 9.9 Edunation.
The participating Universities were ARCADA, HAMK, HANKEN,
KAMK, LUT, METROPOLIA, SAMK, SEAMK, TUAS.
Excerpts from the speech of Capt. Avinash Batra, Past
President of EU Chambers
“A very Good Afternoon, it’s a very good idea to have such a
meeting where we will discuss about education. As EU Chamber
we not only promote trade and business but we also promote
culture and now I am happy to see that we are even promoting
Education. In India we have a very large population between the
age group of 18 to 30, out of which most of them are students.
These students aspire to go overseas and study. The focus
of students is shifting and they want to go overseas and get
a degree, work out there and eventually settle. According to
me studying overseas is very important in one’s career as it
expands the horizon. Today a lot of universities are providing
English language courses such as USA, Australia and every
other country and I am happy to see that even Finland has
English Language courses. I think for my experience student
who go overseas must also feel comfortable. Level of comfort
is very necessary.
The students when they go overseas, they have a lot of
expectation as well as worries. They expect to study in a very
comfortable environment. So, I think the universities should
provide the required comfort to the students. Comfort is not just
the only thing; the universities should also keep culture in mind.
Not all students can afford to come back home during vacation
and hence they have to do something to finance their expenses.
So, it very important for any country to have ample internship

“I am from Pune and the Director of Overseas Education
Consultancy Services. I am an economist and I have studies
international business. I have been counselling for 35 years and
focus on building cross boarder relations between Finland and
India. The top 10% people have best of best but others face
numerous problems and only education can be a driver to solve
these problems. The purpose is to focus on emerging countries
and Finland is a great opportunity. Trust me students have a
great opportunity in Finland.
We need to focus on strengthening Business, Cultural and
educational ties between India and Finland.
Excerpts from the speech of Harri Suominen
This is my 5th visit to India in
one and a half year. Finland
is the most innovative and
educated country in the
world.
Finland
is
the
most
innovative and educated
country in the world. It is
one of the happiest, safest,
greenest, cleanest, and
socially progressive in the
world. Finland ranks first
in the educational system
in the world. Majorly all the
Finnish Universities are the
top 3% in the world. It ranks 2nd in higher education systems.
Both students and academics are encouraged to think outside
the box –and solve global problems.
According to the European Working Conditions Survey, Finns
have the best opportunities in Europe to develop their skills
at work. Finland has most professionals working in R&D in
proportion to population. Helsinki is the capital and the biggest
city in Finland. One of the most desired cities in the world.
Finland is well connected on the top of world.
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Finland is the happiest country in the world and also one of the
safest countries to travel. It is also acknowledged that Finland
is the greenest country in the world and ranks best in term of
air quality as well. Finnish universities feature in the top 100
ranked universities in the world in the areas such as Computer
Science, Education, Business, Engineering/ Technology, Law,
Life Sciences & Physical Sciences.

Finland is the most innovative and educated country in the world.
It is one of the happiest, safest, greenest, cleanest, and socially
progressive in the world. Finland ranks first in the educational
system in the world. Majorly all the Finnish Universities are the
top 3% in the world. It ranks 2nd in higher education systems.
Both students and academics are encouraged to think outside
the box –and solve global problems.

It is the closest EU country to India and the education is good
in Finland, it’s just that we need to promote it. Around 2 years
ago I meet Mr. Pramath Sinha, the first dean of the Indian
School of Business and co-founder of Ashoka University and
Peter Vesterbacka, the founder of Angry Birds and we decided
to have more student from India. We as Edunation work very
closely with the government and have around 800 international
students for now and we need to add one more “Zero”. I believe
let’s save the planet and even though we are a small nation we
can be an example. However we need support and let’s aim to
make every person be able to learn.
Excerpts from the speech of Mr. Tuomas Kauppinen
I am happy to be here. I would
like to thank the Chamber
for organizing such a good
meeting. Edunation today
has a tie up with almost 10
Finnish universities and our
aim is to have all the Finnish
Universities on board. Our
country is one of the safest
countries in the world. Even
though our country is the
happiest country our birth
rate is very low and that is
the reason why we look
forward to collaborate with
India. Since the birth rate is
low, we have labor shortage
and hence we need more foreign students. We have a very good
population of Findians (Finnish + Indian) in our Universities and
we expect the population to grow in future.
Finland ranks No. 1 in the world in the field of education. It is very
easy to get a permanent resident visa as well. So, I think this is
of the reasons why many students come to Finland for higher
education and they eventually settle in Finland. To answer Capt.
Batra’s concern on comfort of the students, we welcome the
students at the station and there is also friend family program
our country has many Indian restaurants. The tuition fees in
some of the institutes in USA is close to around $75000 per
year, while in Finland it is close to $20000 which is also a half
year salary in Finland.

According to the European Working Conditions Survey, Finns
have the best opportunities in Europe to develop their skills
at work. Finland has most professionals working in R&D in
proportion to population. Helsinki is the capital and the biggest
city in Finland. One of the most desired cities in the world.
Finland is well connected on the top of world.
Finland is the happiest country in the world and also one of the
safest countries to travel. It is also acknowledged that Finland
is the greenest country in the world and ranks best in term of
air quality as well. Finnish universities feature in the top 100
ranked universities in the world in the areas such as Computer
Science, Education, Business, Engineering/ Technology, Law,
Life Sciences & Physical Sciences.
Studying in Finland is beneficial because a degree from the EU
opens doors for you. They are the leader in STEM Fields. The
tuition fees are affordable and various scholarships are also
available for students. They are the most satisfied students
and expats in the world. There are more several advantages of
studying in Finland- the tuition fees of Bachelor degrees take
3, 5-4 years. Fees range from INR 8,7L/year to INR 9,5L/year
(6,000 to 12,000 EUROS), Master degrees take 1-2 years and
the fees ranges from INR 7,9L/year to INR 11,9L/year (10,000 to
15,000 EUROS). Part-time work is allowed 25 h/week and you
can work full time during summer breaks with the income up to
13,000 EUR per year which is non-taxable.
Finland is a great place to study because it has excellent
learning environments and facilities. The learning is based on
discussion, student participation and working together. Several
exchange programs are undertaken. It has balanced student life
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and there is a freedom to choose courses from a wide range of
multidisciplinary programs.
According to student satisfaction surveys, Finland is one of the
hot spot destinations to study and it is considered Europe’s
number one place for international students. An average
satisfaction rating is 9.2 out of 10 as per the global platform
StudyPortals. It has also received top in the Student Satisfaction
Awards 2014. Finland is the best place to spot northern lights
and midnight suns and to meet the one and only Santa Claus
in the world. It is a perfect way to travel to other European
countries easily with Finnish residence permit by train, cruise
ship or plane. It has a vibrant student community which has
a wide range of free-time activities, festivals, cultural events,
hobby clubs all year round. And the last but not the least, Finnish
public sauna – a must for everyone.
Finland is the 3rd most advanced digital economy in Europe
when it comes to digital start-ups per capita. In Finland there is a
demand for 53 000 new employees within ICT sector by the year
2021. Gaming industry specialists have ranked Finland among
the very best countries for game production among European
countries. Finland ranks 2nd in Global cleantech Innovations
(WWF). Finland one of the best countries in the world for startups. The annual SLUSH start-up event in Helsinki is the 2nd
largest in the world. The safe, unique, clean and untouched
nature makes Finland a great travel destination.
Excerpts from the speech of Dr. Renu Shome, Director, EU
chambers
EU chamber is a 27year old chamber. We have nearly 16
members on our board. The Chamber is India’s key business
forum with regard to European Union. We conduct various
activities like, Europe Day, we host Inward and Outward
delegations and organize seminars and workshops on various
topics especially related to EU. We help our member companies
for market entry in EU.

EU Trade Leads

Trade Enquiry from the Embassy of India, Hungary (November 2019)
Sr. No.

Enquiry originator

Product with HS codes

Nature
(Import/ Export)

Action Taken
(Max.200 words)

1

Kushari Enterprise

Misc engineering HS 71-90

Export

Answered

2

Indus Trading Corporation

Handicrafts, gifts

Export

Answered

3

Janki Impex

Agro: nuts, seeds HS 120740

Export

Answered

4

Teaspoon Food Court

Food industry disposable paper straws
HS 480700

Export

Answered

5

B2B Globle Exim

Food: edible oils

Import

Answered

6

Atul Sharma

Misc: Chemicals, Iron and Steel, Plastics,
Pharmaceuticals

Export

Answered

7

Scale Work Exim LLP

Ceramic tiles

Export

Answered

8

ARV Global Creations Private Limited

Textile: garments

Export

Answered

9

Aadhya Exim

Engineering: belts, Packaging: bags

Export

Answered

10

Khater Exports

Tiles

Export

Answered

11

Debon Herbals Pvt Ltd.

Cosmetics

Export

Answered

12

Jewel impex Pvt. Ltd

Engineering: kitchenware

Export

Answered

13

Avadh Exim Corporation

Scarp: Cast iron HS 72041000

Import

Answered

14

Linaza Ceramic

Ceramic tiles

Export

Answered

15

HBL Power Systems Limited

Defence: batteries

Export

Answered

16

Indo Pharma

Pharma: raw materials

Export

Answered

17

Shri Global Foods

Food

Export

Answered

18

Global Technitex

Textile fabrics HS 5603

Export

Answered

19

Aim Exports

Handicrafts, furniture

Export

Answered

1

Budapeset Sewage Works

Water purification

Cooperation

Query was forwarded
to Wapcos Ltd, and
Ministry of Jal Shakti.
Subsequently
a
delegation
from
Wapcos Ltd met
with the Budapest
Sewage Works at
the Embassy on 3rd
D e c e m b e r
and
discussed
opportunities
of
cooperation.

Hungarian Trade inquiry

Scaffolding Systems
& Formworks
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Trade Enquiry from the Embassy of India, Italy (November 2019)
Sr.
No

Enquiry Originator

Product with HS
Codes

Nature
(Import/Export)

1

Hem Industries

High Tensile and
Fasteners- 73181500

Stainless

Steel Export to Italy

Value
(US$ million)

Action Taken
(Max.200words)

N/A

As requested by the
Indian firm, the list
of concerned Italian
companies
have
beensent to them.

2

V.S.T Tillers Tractors Limited

Tractors, farm machinery

-do-

-do-

-do-

3

IBIZA Tiles LLP

Porcelain Slabs & Tiles 690721

-do-

-do-

-do-

4

Parth Trading Co.

Organic and
Chapter 29, 28

Chemicals -do-

-do-

-do-

5

Hitech International

Artificial Jewellery, Handmade jewellery -doand handicraft items,Jeans, Ladies
Dresses71179090,
44219090,
62044390

-do-

-do-

6

Singha Enterprise

Fishing Net, Filter Net, Fencing Net and -doGreen Hse Nouet 56081190

-do-

-do-

7

Victorio International

Base Metals And Articles Of Base Metal”, -doCopper & Article there of( Copper Tongue
Cleaner ) with HS code- 74199990

-do-

-do-

8

Akshar exports

Embroidry Lace, Neck, Motif & Embroidry -doFabrics HSN-5804/10

-do-

-do-

9

Idhyah Gems and Jewellery

Articles of jewellery 7113, Articles of -dogoldsmiths’ or silversmiths’ wares and
parts 7114, Diamonds, whether or not
worked, but not mounted or set 7102

-do-

-do-

10

Akai Metal (India)

Stainless Steel, Mild Steel, Alloy Steel, -doCarbon Steel. 7307, 7222, 7219, 7505,
7508, 7220

-do-

-do-

Inorganic

11

Arcata Trade Links Pvt. Ltd

Direct blue 86 (H.S. CODE 32041485)

-do-

-do-

-do-

12

Exxcel International

28183000
Aluminium
Hydroxide -do15153090 Castor Oil And Its Fractions
Other Than Edible Grade 32041719 Other
Pigments Yellow 32042010 Optical
Whitening Agents Or Optical Brightenin
G Agents 32041610 Reactive Yellows

-do-

-do-

13

Aquaexim

Leather Jackets 42031010, Leather -dowallets, bags 42023120, Leather belts
42033000, Leather purses 42022110

-do-

-do-

14

Kashi Exports

Vegetables and Fruits 08109090/070 -do99050

-do-

-do-

15

J D Jones & Co. (P) Ltd.

Braided Gland Packing, Low Emission -doPacking,Graphite Packing, Packing for
Valves, Pressure Seal Gaskets,Lithiu m
Based Grease, 68151590, 68151010,
68159990,
68151020,
39219099,
39046100,
70191900,
59119090,
69149000

-do-

-do-

EU - India News

EUROPEAN COUNCIL PRESIDENT CALLS PM MODI, TALKS
INDIA-EU TIES

Mr. Christian Leffler, Deputy Secretary General, EEAS paid a visit
to India on 7/8 November 2019 Mr. Leffler’s visit took place on
the occasion of the second review of the Strategic Partnership
between the EU and India, co-chaired with the Ministry of External
Affairs. The meeting aimed at reviewing the entire scope of the
bilateral cooperation, and to kick off the preparation for the next
EU-India Summit, to be held in Brussels in the first half of 2020.
Mr. Leffler also had bilateral meetings with the Foreign Secretary,
the Deputy National Security Advisor and the Chairperson of the
Parliament Standing Committee on External Affairs, Lok Sabha.
In the Strategic Review meeting, both sides welcomed the current
momentum in EU-India relations, based on converging priorities
such as climate change, digital economy, the strong belief in
multilateralism and the rules based international order.

‘Both the leaders agreed to hold the next India-EU summit at an
early opportunity next year in Brussels’
President of the European Council Charles Michel telephoned
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday, December 21,2019
and they decided to hold the next India-EU summit in early 2020.
According to a statement posted on the Prime Minister’s official
website, Mr. Modi congratulated Mr. Michel on assumption of the
office of the President of the European Council and conveyed his
best wishes for a successful tenure.
The Prime Minister expressed confidence that India-EU partnership
will be further strengthened under the leadership of Mr. Michel.
Recalling his meeting with him in New York on the sidelines of the
United Nations General Assembly this year, Mr. Modi mentioned
that India was committed to making progress on issues of mutual
interest, including Bilateral Trade and Investment Agreement (BTIA),
connectivity partnership, Europol, Euroatom, counter-terrorism and
climate change.
“Both the leaders agreed to hold the next India-EU summit at an
early opportunity next year in Brussels. Dates in this regard will be
decided through diplomatic channels,” the statement added.
EU-INDIA RELATIONS - VISIT OF DEPUTY SECRETARY GENERAL OF
THE EUROPEAN EXTERNAL ACTION SERVICE

The Strategic Partnership Review covered all areas of cooperation,
from political and security matters, to sectoral cooperation in a
number of fields such as environment, climate change, energy,
transport, urbanisation, science and technology, digital, innovation,
education, skills, mobility and the achievement of SDGs. The EU
confirmed its support to the sustainable modernisation of India,
fostering transition towards a green economy, renewable energy,
sustainable urban development and effective water management.
The meeting also touched on the broad economic and trade
bilateral agenda. The EU is the first trade and investment partner of
India and more than 6000 European companies are established in
the country. Both sides noted that there is much to do to unleash
further the potential of the economic partnership, including by
working together towards ambitious, balanced, comprehensive,
and mutually beneficial trade and investment agreements. The EU
side expressed interest for a Ministerial dialogue on economic and
trade matters.
The EU and India believe in a multilateral trade system open and
fair, with the WTO at its centre. As partners in the G20, the EU
and India can advance together an agenda for successful inclusive
globalisation, supporting sustainable growth and sustainable
development.
Move follows govt. decision to pull out of RCEP; Europe
sceptical about timeline
India and the European Union committed once again to restarting
talks on a free trade agreement, but did not spell out a roadmap on
how to break the six-year old logjam in talks.
European officials also remained sceptical about how quickly the
talks could be restarted, given a number of issues, including India’s
decision to cancel Bilateral Investment Treaties with 58 countries,
including 22 EU countries in 2016, and the Brexit process.
“[India and the EU] underlined the necessity of having a Bilateral
Trade and Investment Agreement (BTIA) and agreed to continue
working towards it,” said a statement released on Saturday
November, 09, 2019 after a meeting of the India-EU Strategic
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Partnership Review, led by MEA secretary Vijay Thakur Singh and
European External Action Service Deputy Secretary General EU
Christian Leffler.

European Union is concerned over the situation in Kashmir and
believes it is important to restore freedom of movement and
normalcy in the region.

Commerce Minister Piyush Goyal, as well as Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA) officials have said that rather than the 15-nation
grouping which includes China, India would like to explore FTAs
with the West, including EU and the United States. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and German Chancellor Angela Merkel also
pushed for the BTIA during their bilateral meeting on November 1.

He said that India and Pakistan should resolve the issue through
dialogue. “Our position on Kashmir hasn’t changed since August.
We have stressed a dialogue between India and Pakistan through
diplomatic channels; means of communication should be restored
in Kashmir. Our position has been consistent,” he added.

Speaking to The Hindu, Pekka Haavisto, Foreign Minister of
Finland, who is the EU Council President this year, however, said
that the deal could take a “long, long time”.
In 2013, India and the EU suspended talks after reaching a dead
end on issues such as tariff on European cars and wine, on data
security, and India’s desire to include services and more visas for
Indian professionals in the agreement. Since then, despite meeting
several times, negotiators have not been able to even agree on the
terms for restarting the talks, despite a firm announcement by Mr.
Modi and the EU President at a summit in 2017.
“Unfortunately the EU-India summit keeps getting postponed, so
[one] step is to have regular summits.” Mr. Haavisto said.
He also cited the ongoing Brexit process for delaying the EU’s
other trade deals, but said that the EU had managed to close FTAs
with China, Japan and the MERCOSUR Latin American countries.
Another major problem, he explained, was that the NDA
government’s decision to cancel investment treaties had slowed
interest from European companies who did not want to “risk”
investing until another investment protection agreement was put
in place, which could be discussed at the next EU-India summit in
March 2020.
India, EU need to resolve issues of labour, sustainability
holding up talks
India and the European Union need to sort out outstanding
issues such as government procurement, labour standards
and sustainability as part of the negotiations of the Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs) which have been held up since 2013, European
Union Ambassador to India, Ugo Astuto, said.
Responding to a question on as to what are the points of contention
pertaining to the FTA, Astuto said, “There are a few. At the outset,
I must say these are difficult negotiations. We have issues on tariff,
we have issues to discuss on government procurement, labour
standards and stainability.”
“These are part and parcel of all our Free Trade Agreements (FTAs).
These are all complex issues that require thorough discussions.
That is why technical conversation continues,” he added.
The negotiations have been held up since 2013 due to differences
on several contentious issues between the two sides.
Responding to a question on Kashmir, the envoy said that the
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movement could be the key to victory of the Campaign. Mr Cummings
meets and hires Canadian Zack Massingham, co-founder of AggregateIQ,
a Canadian political consultancy and a technology company who offers to
build a database using social media tools of voters who are not on the UK
electoral register but are inclined to vote in favour of the exit.
Mr Craig Oliver, counterpart of Mr Cummings who is a part of the opposition
“Stronger in Europe” campaign comes to a realization that the “Stronger in
Europe” campaign has failed to understand the concerns of all UK voters,
as a focus-group descends into a mass quarrel and a member breaks
down crying “I’m sick of feeling like nothing, like I have nothing! Like I know
nothing. Like I am nothing. I’m sick of it!”.

Introduction
In the year 2016, at a referendum issued in the month of June, 51.9% of
the voters voted in favour of Britain leaving the European Union. The British
Government made an official announcement in the year 2017, stating
that the Country and the British Government would embark on a two-year
process to complete the procedures and necessary formalities to leave
the European Union in the year 2019. However, due to several hiccups the
exit has not yet been completed as procedures to facilitate the move are
underway. Britain is poised to cease to be a member of the European Union
on January 31, 2020.
The Movement
One of the Architects of the Brexit Campaign was a political strategist by
the name of Mr. Dominic Cummings. Mr. Cummings foresaw the revolution
that technology would bring in the United Kingdom especially the role it
would play in shaping the citizen’s political opinion’s as the Internet allowed
people to access more information and data that ever before and decide
for themselves their stance on the development in the UK that would go
down in history in the future. In the year 2015, Mr. Cummings rejected
an offer by MP Douglas Carswell and political strategist Matthew Elliott
to lead the Vote Leave campaign due to his contempt for “Westminister
politics”, but accepted when Carswell promised Cummings full control. Mr.
Cummings explains his strategy to his team to target citizens via disciplined
messaging delivered through algorithm based micro-target tools. His
strategy drew flack and opposition from campaign donors such as John
Mills who preferred using traditional means to reach out to people in the
form of leaflets and telephonic conversations.
Through meetings with the public, Mr. Cummings draws the Agenda for the
Brexit campaign as related to jobs and the economy and bases the mission
as “Take back Control” based upon the opinion’s and sentiments of the
local populous, majority of whom resent the international inflow of people
into Britain and cause increased competition for seats in jobs and career
opportunities for the working population and even increased competition
for seats in Educational institutions for the local studying population.
A lot of the populous is also apprehensive of Turkey’s ascension to the
European Union as well. Mr Cummings comes to a profound realization
that the one-third of British people who are unsure of their stance on the

In the final stages, high-profile senior Tory MPs Michael Gove and Boris
Johnson join the Vote Leave campaign stressing the necessity and
importance to “Take Back Control”, Around the same time MP Jo Cox is also
murdered. Towards the end of the Campaign, Mr Oliver and Mr Cummings
share a table in a diner and contemplate the speed with which events are
occouring in Britain. While Mr Oliver stresses on the consequences of
what will happen if Britain leaves the EU, Mr Cummings also says that the
storm is unprecedented but it has gained such a momentum that it cannot
be stopped. On June 23, 2016 the public votes in favour of the leave EU
Campaign marking the victory of Mr Cummings and his strategic potential
and vision.
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